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Overview

▪ Why Coincident Energies?

▪ Why a Recent Year?  Why Year 2018?

▪ Changing Hydro Operation to Accommodate Renewables

▪ Considerations for choosing a normal hydropower year

▪ Resolution
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Why Coincident Energies?

▪ For a coincident dispatch of the Western Power System, 

the Production Cost model (PCM)-ADS database must 

have hourly energy shapes from a single year for loads, 

hydro, wind, solar, EE, DG, etc. 
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Why a Recent Year?  Why Year 2018?  

▪ We’ve always limited the “coincident year” to coincide with the 
NREL data for wind and solar.  NREL has added Wind data 
through 2018 and added Solar data through year 2020.

▪ We’re currently using year 2009 which is far removed and does not 
capture recent changes to the generation portfolio, load modifiers 
(e.g., BTM – PV) and their impact on load and changes to hydro 
operations, pursuant to the latest environmental regulations and 
markets.

▪ Year 2018 represents “Average” hydro in the Northwest and is 
covered for wind and solar.
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Changing Hydro Operation to Accommodate Renewables 

Additional Justification for Using Year 2018

▪ Evidence points to changing hydropower operations to accommodate 
renewables and changing markets.  This move is supported by the Northwest 
Hydropower Association, especially for independent producers and utilities 
balancing their revenues by selling on the market. 

▪ Based on DOE work, researchers have uncovered recently how the unit 
commitment of hydro is not representative of how operators would operate. 
With a science question around reliability, the Pmin and Pmax (aka Council’s 
“training wheels”) are a good modeling simplification for reliability studies. 
For economic impact on individual utilities, those would need to provide 
more information on their hydropower operations and business strategies.

▪ Nathalie Voisin, PNNL, agrees “Year 2018” seems pretty good.  It captures 
recent operation and represents “normal” hydro in the Northwest.  
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Considerations for choosing a normal 
hydropower year

2) Regional considerations:

▪ Regional water use priorities: 

✓ California has multi-year water storage targets because of large inter-annual variability in 
precipitation. Hydropower generation is not proportional to precipitation but is proportional to 
released flow *and* initial storage conditions (e.g., previous year’s conditions). An average 
flow year might reflect a very wet year after a very dry year. An average flow year after a wet 
year likely indicates an actual average – good hydropower year. 

▪ Regional capacity and generation portfolio:

✓ Wind and solar capacities have evolved, and so does the market. Years after 2013 should be 
considered for wind and event more recent years to account for contribution of hydropower to 
the duck curve . 

▪ Regional regulations: 

✓ flex spill in the Northwest was implemented in 2019. Years on and after 2018* (to be checked 
with BPA and NWPCC) should be considered. 

Nathalie Voisin

▪ Regional dependencies – science question and simplifications

✓ Intertie connections have been shown to follow the differential in water availability and ramping 
needs between California and the Northwest. Not using a coincident year would disturb the 
existing regional power flows. A coincident year is needed to address science questions about 
the overall regional portfolio, and about ramping needs (consistent with focus on Pmin and 
Pmax).

✓ Hydro drives system cost in the Northwest but not in California. If the science question is about 
overall economics, a different water year can be considered. Extreme events cannot be 
addressed with this non-coincident year assumption and there are uncertainties about the 
generation portfolio.    

Evolution of the CAISO duck curve. [Source: Gong, A. 2020: The Duck 

Curve. A review  of California’s daily load predictions. Available at: 

https://www.aurorasolar.com/blog/the-duck-curve-a-review -of-californias-
daily-load-predictions/]
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Considerations for choosing a normal 
hydropower year

1) Most representative period for characterizing an 
“average hydropower year” based on observations*

▪ Based on observed climate data (precipitation and 
temperature): a very long period (50+ years) is necessary 
to address climate oscillations (ENSO, PDO, SO, 
atmospheric rivers, etc.,) with intensities that interact 
across combinations of climate modes. Longer term trends 
(climate change) need to be addressed along climate 
oscillations for a representative contemporary average.

▪ Based on observed water availability: a shorter period 
for flow (30+ years) is more appropriate to consider 
climate oscillations and the evolution of water uses, water 
management and land use that affect flow responses.

▪ Based on observed hydropower generation, ideally 
like flow (e.g., 20-30 years) because the science 
question is about average conditions. However, the 
sub-annual and hourly profiles should follow most 
recent years to reflect changes in generation portfolio 
(past 2013), environmental regulation and markets 
(past 2018). **

Nathalie Voisin

*historical simulations can help keep land use, water management 
and electricity infrastructure and market to an agreed upon level in 
order to extend the representative period for designing average 
conditions (see next point on regional considerations) and better 
represent extreme events.

** WECC process so far

Western US States Annual Net Generation by Technology. (Source: EIA)



Resolution

PCDS Approval to use 2018 for “Coincident Energy Shapes Year”

▪ “It is moved that PCDS approve the following:  

Use of year 2018 for a coincident energy shapes year in the 2032 ADS PCM, as is 
supported on multiple levels.  It represents close to average hydro run-off conditions 
in the Northwest and meets the call for capturing most recent years’ changes to the 
following:

• Captures recent changes to generation portfolio 
• Changes to load modifiers, including the higher penetration of BTM – PV and their 

impacts on load 
• Changes to hydro operations, impacted by latest environmental regulation and 

markets
• Has matching year for wind and solar Profiles
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NWPCC Reference Slides
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WECC Pseudo Clean Agg
Target

2020 20%

2025 27%

2030 52%

2040 55%

2045 71%

2050 80%

* For presentation purposes, assuming 100% of the state of Montana; 
includes state RPS policy and goal (UT), state clean policy, and pseudo 
clean policy
* Based on 2018 utility bundled retail sales, EIA-861
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Compliance Year

US WECC Pseudo Clean - Assuming 100% state sales

US WECC Pseudo Clean WA Clean OR Pseudo Clean MT Pseudo Clean

ID Pseudo Clean CA Clean WY NoPseudo NV Clean

CO Pseudo Clean NM Clean AZ Pseudo Clean UT Pseudo Clean

Clean Policy + RPS + Utility/Community Goals:

US WECC* Aggregate Pseudo Clean Target
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Baseline –

429 GW 

Nameplate

Large Build of Renewables Outside the Northwest

16 GW 
Natural Gas 
Generation

Installed 
Capacity in 

WECC Around 
270 GW 

Nameplate
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Sub $10 prices throughout 
the middle of the day
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Federal Hydro generation 
backs down during the middle 
of the day in response to solar 

surplus
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Contact:
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Jamie Austin

Jamie.austin@pacificorp.com


